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Innovative designs that work, expertly delivered.
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ABOUT US

WE ARE ENGINEERS
After more than 10 years of designing, building and managing
for some of South Africa’s top food, home and personal care
manufacturers, we are now offering our expert services to the
broader manufacturing industry. With each project, we
meticulously determine an accurate budget. This budget is
continuously tracked to ensure we do not exceed agreed costs.

We know how to build and operate plants.
We provide an end-to-end service offering tailored to your
manufacturing needs. This offering is comprised of:
•

•

•

Full engineering, procurement and construction (EPC),
plant design and construction
Outsourced plant operations
Plant optimisation
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ABOUT US
OUR VALUES

WE DO GREAT WORK
Our designs are innovative yet practical.
Our work is always thorough. Projects are
expertly delivered on time and cost.

TEAMWORK IS AT OUR CORE
We treat others with respect. We always
look to build relationships to deliver
superior results.

PROFESSIONAL IN EVERYTHING
As a service business, we understand that
our client’s success relies on our dedication
and commitment.
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ABOUT US
OUR TEAM

The Astratek family is passionate about learning. We are driven by entrepreneurial spirit.
We collaborate to ensure we can offer best-in-class solutions. And, we love what we do.
PETER GROBLER (Pr Eng)

LOUISE STEYN-NAUDÉ

Managing Director

Director

Mechanical Engineer with more
than 35 years of experience in
plant design and manufacturing
plant operations.

Chemical Engineer with experience in the FMCG & Minging sectors. She operates in the food and
household chemical manufacturing
and citrus warehousing divisions.
Louise is the Head of Construction
at Astratek.

IVOR NEL
Mechatronics Engineer

Experienced in the food
manufacturing industry with a
focus on beverages.

ESTHER MWAMBA
Civil Engineer

Experience in the structural aspects of industrial and residential
facilities (both in structural steel
and concrete designs) before venturing into the manufacturing industry

KOOS EKSTEEN (Pr Eng)

EVERT DE VRIES (Pr Tech)

Civil & Structural Engineer

Electrical Engineer

Extensively experienced in civil
and structural engineering aspects
within the FMCG industry. Earthworks, structural steel & concrete
designs, domestic and factory
effluent handling.

Extensively experienced in design
and facility engineering, including
implementation, and commissioning of electrical systems.
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ABOUT US
OUR TEAM

The Astratek family is passionate about learning. We are driven by entrepreneurial spirit.
We collaborate to ensure we can offer best-in-class solutions. And, we love what we do.
HANRÉ SWANEPOEL

KAELEIGH VETCH

CARMEN WEBER

Electrical and Automation Engineer

Jnr. Mechanical Engineer

Jnr. Electrical & Electronic Engineer

Specialises in automation design
and robotics. Experienced in
delivering control and vision
systems, as well as automation
optimisation and safety.

Recent graduate from UCT with a
BSCEng (Mechanical) degree. For
her final year at UCT she designed
a set of tools for precision cutting
of bone specimens.

Carmen is a recent graduate from
Stellenbosch University.

RIGARD VENTER

ANDRIES BARNARD

MORGAN ENGELBRECHT

Jnr. Mechatronics Engineer

Jnr. Civil Engineer

Draughtsperson

Recent graduate from Stellenbosch
University.

In process completing Nat. Dip. In
Civil Engineering. Started as a Vacation student as a Site Agent and
appointed permanently after 6
months. Upskilled himself on AutoCAD

Extensive experience in the fields
of Autodesk AutoCAD Package,
Dassault Solidworks and Nesting &
Sheetmetal fabrication draughting.

Career experience in developing,
constructing & programming various large scale industrial machines.

She became an Electrical Engineer
to follow her passion for math and
analytical thinking. In her final
year of studies, she designed and
programmed a 3 – axis spherical
actuator meant to be placed of
miniature satellites.
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ABOUT US
OUR TEAM

The Astratek family is passionate about learning. We are driven by entrepreneurial spirit.
We collaborate to ensure we can offer best-in-class solutions. And, we love what we do.

RUCHIN ENGELBRECHT

HANNATJIE VAN DYK

RIËL DE VILLIERS

Draughtsperson

Draughtsperson

Finance Manager

Extensive experience in Civil Infrastructure drawings.

Over 40 years’ in Civil & Structural
drawings, using Auto Cad and
Revit 3D structures to build models. Part of her responsibilities includes 2D & 3D draughting, design
of processing facility drawings and
Process design layouts.

BCom Management account degree
and a registered Professional
Accountant. He has extensive
experience in the construction,
manufacturing and service delivery
sectors.

Part of his responsibilities includes
2D and 3D draughting, Civil design
drawings and Process design layouts.

MARIAN RUSSELL
Administration Manager

Responsible for systems, support,
marketing, in-house accounting
and team support.

JAMES SADLER
Project Administrator

Legal background and responsible
for administration and site support to the Project Engineers as
well as in-house assistance with
regards to contracts and other
legal matters
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WHAT WE DO

We engineer, we operate and
we optimise.
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WHAT WE DO

OUR PRODUCT OFFERING

We Engineer

We Operate

We Optimise

We provide feasibility studies,
facility design and construction.

We operate plants on the behalf of our clients.

We improve a facility’s
performance and productivity.
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WE ENGINEER
FEASIBILITY STUDIES

These exercises often act as starting points
for long-term projects.
•

•
•
•
•
•

Transforming market demand into
manufacturing requirements
Capex and Opex studies
Full financial analysis
Capacity study
Initial equipment selection
Inbound and outbound logistics
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WE ENGINEER
FACILITY DESIGN

EQUIPMENT SELECTION
A facility is only as good as its equipment. Our rigorous approach
combined with our knowledge of the market ensures that we use
only the most suitable technology from the most reliable
suppliers. We use operational modelling to determine the most
effective production processes as well as its optimal capacity.
Our extensive experience means we do not neglect the outer
edges of a requirement.
1. Important production elements such as the intermediate and
packing areas.
2. Planning production line changeovers to cater for a broader
range of products.
3. Examining the impact of worst-case scenarios to determine
the appropriate level of investment.
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WE ENGINEER
FACILITY DESIGN
FACILITY LAYOUT
Operational modelling helps us plan layouts to reduce
complexity and operating cost. Through optimal space
planning, we can ensure a harmonious flow of materials,
product and people.

A proprietary multi-point design checklist ensures that nothing is forgotten. This includes important considerations such
as:
•

•

•
•

All ancillaries, like staff facilities, IT, offices, workshops
and sanitation areas
Planning for the constant movement of materials and
people
Rigging equipment into position
Planning cleaning and maintenance
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WE ENGINEER
FACILITY DESIGN

SERVICES AND UTILITIES
A plant with underperforming services and utilities can quickly
come to a standstill. Designers often neglect to plan for reliable
services and utilities. This can create problems that take months
to even identify—let alone resolve.

In most plants, there are as many as 35 different services that
are critical to the success of the facility. This may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compressed air
Steam and condensate
Fuel (LPG, CNG, LNG, HFO, Coal)
Water and effluent
Electricity (HV, LV)
HVAC and chilled water
Hot water
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WE ENGINEER
FACILITY DESIGN
COMPLIANCE
Modern facilities have to comply with safety requirements
that are growing exponentially. This is why we provide
engineered-in compliance.
We have an intimate understanding of hygienic plant design
principles. To reduce complexity and minimise risk, we use
proprietary risk assessment tools to stop problems before they
happen.
As a member of the European Hygienic Engineering and
Design Group (EHEDG), we have access to the latest
standards and manufacturing techniques to manage any product
safety concerns.
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WE ENGINEER
CONSTRUCTION

Our flexible approach allows for a range of commercial
arrangements from full turnkey to design and managed
construction projects.
When we work with capital and services procurement contracts, we use a rigorous analysis procedure to direct purchase arrangements. This avoids supplier margin build and
limits risk.
Construction project management entails an extensive set of
tasks. Often, these tasks are simply too much to handle
internally. Our management tools and experience offers
steady handed guidance and know how.
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WHAT WE DO
WE OPERATE

Our extensive experience in operating consumer
goods manufacturing plants means we can offer a
low-cost operation management option. Focus
scarce resources elsewhere and have us ensure your
facility is operating optimally.
This can be a attractive, low-cost option especially
for those unfamiliar with local operations or where
manufacturing is not a core organisational capability. This may include maintenance planning and service implementation.
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WHAT WE DO
WE OPTIMISE

Rising levels of complexity, skills shortage
and lean structures result in suboptimal
performance. We assist you to optimise
your production facility. Our management
techniques include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remote plant monitoring
Performance tools and data analytics
Identification of root causes
Improvement plans
Cross-functional teams
Supply and demand management
innovation
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INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE
Bakeries

Dairy

Ready Meals

Domestic Chemicals & Bleach

Meat Processing

Canning &Bottling

Breakfast Cereals

Feminine Hygiene

Ready to drink

Herbs & Spices

Stack Chips

Insect Protein

Tea

Confectionery

Longlife fresh produce

Fruit & Veg packaging

Sauces & Condiments

Instant Noodles

Cotton Wool

Fish Processing
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SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
CECIL VINEGAR FACILITY—BOTTLING PLANT
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SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
INDUSTRY

COMPANY

FACILITY

DESCRIPTION

Baked Goods

Amaro Foods

New par-baked frozen
breads plant

Designed and installed high-volume artisanal bread and rolls lines to meet
growing market demand. Complete with utilities and plant infrastructure

Baked Goods

Amaro Foods

New flat breads facility

Upgrade flat breads facility and install high-volume flour tortilla line, upgrade ethnic
breads line and install new corn tortilla line.

Baked Goods

Amaro Foods

Gluten-free facility

Built a gluten-free facility. We took care of everything including the design,
construction, installation and commissioning.

Baked Goods

Amaro Foods

Vacuum-cooler design

Introduced a vacuum-cooling technology to increase throughput and improve
overall product quality and shelf life.

Baked Goods

Cani Rusks

Rusk manufacturing plant

Built a new rusk manufacturing facility to meet modern food standards as well as to
increase capacity and product quality.

Beverages

Brand House/Diageo

New bottling plant

Feasibility study for new vodka (Smirnoff) and rum (Captain Morgan) high-speed
bottling plant. Design and capital cost estimates for a new plant. Project did not go
ahead as tenure on existing site was extended.

Beverages

Little Green Beverages

Carbonated Soft Drink
Plant

Design and Construction management of a brownfields facility,

Beverages

Westside Distillers

Alcoholic Beverage
Packaging Plant

Control Systems and automation of processes for a new beverage packing facility
in Lwanda Angola
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SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
AMARO FOODS ARTISINAL FACILITY
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SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
INDUSTRY

COMPANY

FACILITY

DESCRIPTION

Canning

Tiger Brands (Langeberg)

New automated batch
preparation plant

Fully automated sauce preparation and batching plant for a cannery.

Canning

Tiger Brands (Langeberg)

Rebuild of fruit canning
plant

Full upgrade of a fruit cannery incorporating required food safety standards.

Canning

Tiger Brands (Langeberg)

New salads plant

New plant for preparation and packing of beetroot and salads in glass jars.

Canning

Tiger Brands (Langeberg)

Fruit cup plant

Design, equipment procurement and installation/commissioning of an innovative
new plant for processed foods in tubs.

Condiments and Sauces

Tiger Brands (Langeberg)

New automated batch
mixing facility

Design and construction of a fully automated batch mixing plant for sauces, brines
and soups including installation of advanced computerised batch management
system (first in world at that stage).

Condiments and Sauces

Tiger Brands (Langeberg)

New batch retorts

Design, procurement and installation of an automated batch retort system.

Condiments and Sauces

Tiger Brands (Langeberg)

Stand Up Pouch filling
plant

Plant for sauces in long-life pouches.

Condiments and Sauces

Tiger Brands (Langeberg)

Tomato sauce filling line

Aseptic tomato sauce filling line for packing bulk tomato sauce for food service.
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SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
AMARO FOODS PARBAKE FACILITY
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SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
INDUSTRY

COMPANY

FACILITY

DESCRIPTION

Condiments and Sauces

Dickon Hall Food Group

Robot packing line

Installed a robot sachet-packing line.

Condiments and Sauces

Dickon Hall Food Group

New chutney line packing
Modernised and decongested the facility to streamline production and reduce costs
facility

Condiments and Sauces

Dickon Hall Food Group

New warehouse

Managed the design and construction of a new warehouse in collaboration with the
landlord to ensure operational specifications are adhered to.

Dairy

Lancewood

Cheese packing

Install fully automatic computer controlled high-speed cheese portioning machine
to increase pack accuracy thereby reducing overpack and offcuts. This delivered
significant production cost reduction.

Dairy

Lancewood

New grating line

Procured and installed a new cheese grating and packing line.

Dairy

Lancewood

New DC

New distribution centre and maturing store to increase capacity for imported
products, improve stock rotation as well as to control and reduce costs, including a
warehouse automation system and racking.

Dairy

Lancewood

Real time mass balance

New computerised, real-time milk mass balance system to manage and improve
milk yields.

Dairy

Lancewood

Cheese packing automation

New hard cheese portioning and packing facility to increase capacity and reduce
costs.
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SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
MILLENNIUM FOODS—READY MEALS
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SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
INDUSTRY

COMPANY

FACILITY

DESCRIPTION

Dairy

Lancewood

New milk receiving

New milk receiving facility to replace and modernise current aged and dilapidated
facility.

Household & Personal
Care

Chet Chemicals

New filling machine

New high-speed, 2-litre foam bath filling line to replace aged equipment and
increase capacity.

Household & Personal
Care

Chet Chemicals

Thick bleach filling line

New thick bleach filler to increase capacity and retire aged machines.

Household & Personal
Care

Contactim

New cotton wool plant

Relocate and upgrade cotton wool plant to streamline and reduce costs as well as
to comply with personal care manufacturing standards. Capacity on key lines also
increased. Including HVAC and electrical system upgrade.

Meat Processing

Finlar Foods

Solar PV system

Design and project management of the installation of a new solar PV system on an
existing building.

Meat Processing

Finlar Foods

New chicken processing
plant

Replaced a chicken processing plant (after suffering fire damage) with a modern
facility including packing line and fully cooked product option to support the client’s
export drive.

Milling

Kellogg Company

New facility study

Design, construct and operate a new breakfast cereals manufacturing facility to
produce exclusively for a brand owner.

Milling

Tiger Brands

Breakfast cereal plant

Feasibility study including preliminary design, capex and opex for a full breakfast
cereal plant.
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SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
INDUSTRY

COMPANY

FACILITY
Complete oats plant rebuild

DESCRIPTION
Design and construct including equipment selection and procurement of a new oats
processing facility including complete process redesign. Included mechanised
packing plant.

Milling

Tiger Brands (Jungle Oats)

Milling

Tiger Brands (Jungle Oats) New instant oats facility

Design, installation and procurement of new high speed packing facility for instant
oats.

Other

Multicup Solutions

Paper cup manufacture

New BRC accredited cup manufacturing facility to replace bought-out and
ported volumes to reduce costs and improve competitiveness.

Packaging

Rialto Foods

Expand meat packing facility

Upgrade and expand facility to improve food safety, increase capacity and reduce
costs.

Pharmaceuticals

Adcock Ingram

New liquid medications
plant study

Conducted a feasibility study and provided preliminary plant design for a new liquid
medications plant including development of facilities planning options.

Prepared Meals

Millenium Foods

New factory

Design and construct an expanded chilled prepared meals facility. This was executed alongside ongoing operations without disruption.

Prepared Meals

Millenium Foods

Process mechanisation

Design and procure machinery for new mechanised preparation facility for
prepared meals.

Montagu Foods

Complete plant upgrade
and rebuild

Expand and modernise facility to manufacture Denny Foods pasteurised pouches
while accommodating canning facilities in consolidated facility that complies with
modern food manufacturing standards and to reduces costs.

Prepared Meals

im-
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SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
INDUSTRY

COMPANY

FACILITY

DESCRIPTION

Snack Foods

Kellogg Company

New Pringles plant in
South Africa

Full design and construction management of a new Pringles manufacturing facility
in South Africa (15 000²) including the canister-making plant. Included uplifting of
an existing plant in Malaysia and installation and commissioning in South Africa.

Snack Foods

Noodle Master

New instant noodle plant

Design and construct a new instant noodle plant in an existing facility, including
sourcing and selection of process plant (Taiwan) and packaging plant (China).

Spices

Cape Herb and Spice

New tea plant

Relocated and upgraded the facility to ensure this plant meets modern food factory
standards.

Spices

Cape Herb and Spice

New tea plant

Designed and constructed a new tea plant with increased capacity.

Spices

Cape Herb and Spice

High speed grinder filling Installed a high-speed salt and pepper grinder filling line to improve fill accuracy,
line
increase capacity and reduce costs.

Spices

Cecil Vinegar

New filling facility

Designed and constructed an expanded facility for bottling vinegar and lemon juice.
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OUR PROJECT FOOTPRINT
•

•

•

•

We have successfully completed more than 40 projects across
South Africa.
Astratek has a number of Engineers with working experience
across Africa.
Our combined knowledge and relationships allows us to provide
services globally.
Astratek has a full “cloud based” IT system and due to this we
have been able to function fully during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Our technology base allowed us to be fully functional during periods
of shutdown/lockdown including:
• Factory inspections
• Machine installations
• Factory acceptance trials
• Design reviews
• Layout reviews
• Supplier technical discussions
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CONTACT US
+27 21 001 4570
info@astratek.co
www.astratek.co
1st Floor Plattekloof House, Tygerberg
Park, 163 Uys Krige Drive, Plattekloof
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